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Using this book: 

The following is a collection of new, home-brewed material for use with the
Adventure Game Engine by Green Ronin Publishing. This book uses a new fantasy class talents 
to allow players to model their characters after the familiar race and class archetypes of
more traditional fantasy role-playing games such as the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game from Paizo
Publishing.

How to build a character: 

Creating a character using the Dragon Hack system is pretty straightforward and little changed 
from the system described in Set 1. Players should first look through the options laid out in this 
document and develop some kind of character concept, or idea of the type of character that they 
would like to play. Next the player determines their starting ability scores. It is my suggestion 
that players use the point-buy advancements method described in Set 2 Player’s Handbook for 
both their initial ability score determination and choosing background bonuses. Of course players 
and game masters are free to choose to roll their scores and bonuses as normal. Next, players 
chooses a background, and mark down on their character sheet any corresponding bonuses they 
receive for their choice. Then a player chooses a class. This decision should be based on the 
character concept developed at the start of character creation. Next, and most important under the 
Dragon Hack system, the player chooses one of the available Fantasy Class Talents described in 
section 2 of this book. Finally the player finishes creating their character following the rest of the 
steps as laid out in the Set 1 Player’s Handbook. 

The player’s character automatically starts play with the novice level of their fantasy class talent, 
and gains any of the associated powers or abilities it confers. Unlike traditional AGE system 
talents, these class talents automatically advance to the next degree when the character reaches 
certain levels: They gain the Journeyman degree in their class talent at third level, and the Master 
degree at fifth level. 

Derivative work: 

This document is a fan-written, derivative work using elements from both the
Adventure Game Engine by Green Ronin Publishing and the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game by
Paizo Publishing. It was created solely for the players in my home role-playing group to be able
to play Pathfinder characters using AGE system mechanics. In most cases, the race and class
descriptions and their associated powers were taken directly from the Pathfinder Reference
Document, which is distributed under the Open Gaming License. That does not make this
product an open gaming product, however. This document also contains copyrighted artwork
taken from the Paizo Blog, and Intellectual Property owned by the Green Ronin, Paizo and
Bioware companies. Nothing included in this document should be taken as a challenge to those
copyrights, and this work is created without the consent or even awareness of those companies. It
is being distributed freely by me so that other players and game masters can create their own
system of race and class traits to model the games they wish to play using the AGE system. Have
fun with it!



SECTION 1: FANTASY RACE BACKGROUNDS

DWARF

Dwarves are a stoic but stern race, ensconced
in cities carved from the hearts of mountains
and fiercely determined to repel the
depredations of savage races like orcs and
goblins. More than any other race, the
dwarves have acquired a reputation as dour
and humorless craftsmen of the earth. It could
be said that dwarven history shapes the dark
disposition of many dwarves, for they reside
in high mountains and dangerous realms
below the earth, constantly at war with giants,
goblins, and other such horrors.

Dwarves are a short and stocky race, and
stand about a foot shorter than most humans,
with wide, compact bodies that account for
their burly appearance. Male and female
dwarves pride themselves on the length of
their hair, and men often decorate their beards
with a variety of clasps and intricate braids.
A clean-shaven male dwarf is a sure sign of
madness, or worse — no one familiar with
their race trusts a beardless dwarf.

HILL DWARF

Hill dwarves, as they’re known, are the more 
progressive and outgoing members of the 
dwarven race if any of these dour and taciturn 
people could be considered outgoing. Hill 
dwarves are the clans who left their ancestral 
homes beneath the mountains to forge a new 
life for themselves on the surface of the 
world. Most have become integrated into 
human society, where they ply their trade or 
work as mercenaries, but a few above-ground 
dwarven settlements exist, great citadels that 
stand guard against the scourge of humanoid 
bandits and creatures of the deep. 

If you choose to play a Hill Dwarf, modify 
your character as follows: 

Add 1 to your WILLPOWER, the stubbornness 
and strong will of dwarves is legendary. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
DEXTERITY (STEALTH), or WILLPOWER 
(FAITH).

You can speak and read Dwarven and the 
Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

HILL DWARFHILL DWARF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 COMMUNICATION

3-4 COMMUNICATION (BARGAINING)

5 CUNNING (BREWING)

6 WEAPON GROUP: BLUDGEONS

7-8 +1 CONSTITUTION

9 CONSTITUTION (DRINKING)

10-11 DEXTERITY (CRAFTING)

12 +1 DEXTERITY

MOUNTAIN DWARF

Stern traditionalists who scorn their surface 
cousins for leaving the world of stone behind 
to become petty merchants and traders, or to 
fight in other races’ wars, mountain dwarves 



are those clans that hold fast to the old ways. 
Here under their mountains they venerate 
their ancient gods and relentlessly mine for 
ores and precious gems to work in their 
forges. 

If you choose to play a Mountain Dwarf, 
modify your character as follows: 

Add 1 to your CONSTITUTION, dwarves as a 
tough as their mountain homes.  

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
CONSTITUTION (STAMINA), or CUNNING 
(ENGINEERING).

You can speak and read Dwarven and the 
Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

MOUNTAIN DWARFMOUNTAIN DWARF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 CUNNING

3-4 CUNNING (MILITARY LORE)

5 COMMUNICATION (GAMBLING)

6 WEAPON GROUP: AXES

7-8 +1 STRENGTH

9 STRENGTH (SMITHING)

10-11 WILLPOWER (COURAGE)

12 +1 WILLPOWER

ELF

The long-lived elves are children of the
natural world, similar in many superficial
ways to fey creatures, yet different as well.
Elves value their privacy and traditions, and
while they are often slow to make friends, at
both the personal and national levels, once an 
outsider is accepted as a comrade, such
alliances can last for generations. Elves have
a curious attachment to their surroundings,
perhaps as a result of their incredibly long
lifespans or some deeper, more mystical
reason. 

Elves who dwell in a region for long
find themselves physically adapting to match
their surroundings, most noticeably taking on
coloration reflecting the local environment.
Those elves that spend their lives among the
short-lived races, on the other hand, often
develop a skewed perception of mortality and
become morose, the result of watching wave
after wave of companions age and die before
their eyes. 

Although generally taller than humans, elves
possess a graceful, fragile physique that is
accentuated by their long, pointed ears. Their
eyes are wide and almond-shaped, and filled
with large, vibrantly colored pupils.

DARK ELF

Born in the lightless underground realms, 
drow society is a dark and pitiless matriarchy 
led by the high priestesses of their demon 
goddess, spider queen. A race that scorns 
loyalty and compassion as weaknesses, these 
bloodthirsty competitors have spent countless 
centuries perfecting their combat skills and 
dark magics. Their society is not one of 
chaos, however, for drow live in a tightly 
structured hierarchy that protects the outside 
world by focusing much of its aggressions 



inward. Drow are shorter and a bit more 
slender than their surface-dwelling kin, but 
they are otherwise physically similar. Drow 
have dark skin, ranging from black to a hazy 
purple hue, and white or silver hair with 
purple or red eyes.

If you choose to play a Dark Elf, or Drow, 
modify your character as follows: 

Add 1 to your COMMUNICATION, drow are 
attractive, cultured and manipulative. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
COMMUNICATION (DECEPTION), or 
DEXTERITY (STEALTH).

You can speak and read Elven, Deep Speech 
and the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

DARK ELFDARK ELF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 MAGIC

3-4 CUNNING (EVALUATION)

5 COMMUNICATION (SEDUCTION)

6 PERCEPTION (HEARING)

7-8 +1 DEXTERITY

9 DEXTERITY (LIGHT BLADES)

10-11 CUNNING (POISON LORE)

12 +1 CUNNING

HIGH ELF

Also known as the Eladrin, high-elves are 
among the oldest families of elven-kind still 
left in the world. Heirs to the greatest of the 
elven empires, high elves watch the world 
from their marble towers, rarely interfering in 
the world of man. Many among these ancient 
fey regret teaching man the secrets of magic, 
of which they are the first masters, and the 
ability to navigate by the stars. For with these 
secrets the short-lived humans have nearly 
conquered the known world. Others among 
them see that the fate of the world now lies 
with mankind, and thus they continue to 
involve themselves in the lives of the younger 
races. 

High elves are tall and graceful, and though 
they have a deep love for all that is beautiful  
in the world, they hide their emotions behind 
a mask of inflexible stoicism that often keeps 
their fascination with the natural world from 
showing. 

If you choose to play a High Elf, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your CUNNING, high elves are long 
lived and the keepers of ancient knowledge. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
CUNNING (ARCANE LORE), or PERCEPTION 
(SEEING).

You can speak and read Elven and the Trade 
Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.



HIGH ELFHIGH ELF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 DEXTERITY

3-4 DEXTERITY (CALLIGRAPHY)

5 COMMUNICATION (PERSUASION)

6 WEAPON GROUP: HEAVY BLADES

7-8 +1 MAGIC

9 CUNNING (HISTORICAL LORE)

10-11 WILLPOWER (SELF DISCIPLINE)

12 +1 WILLPOWER

WILD ELF

 Also known as sylvan elves, wild elves are 
members of this ancient race who make their 
homes deep in the foreboding forests of their 
ancestral homelands, spurning their high-elf 
cousins' custom of building massive marble 
palaces in exchange for living closer to the 
wilderness they revere as sacred. Wild elves 
often task themselves with protecting wild 
places from incursion, whether that be in the 
form of a marauding humanoid horde, or the 
slow creep of human civilization. 

If you choose to play a Wild Elf, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your DEXTERITY, wild elves are 
lithe and stealthy hunters and formidable 
archers. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
DEXTERITY (STEALTH), or CUNNING 
(NATURAL LORE).

You can speak and read Elven and the Trade 
Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

WILD ELFWILD ELF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 WILLPOWER

3-4 WILLPOWER (COURAGE)

5 CONSTITUTION (RUNNING)

6 DEXTERITY (BOWS)

7-8 +1 PERCEPTION

9 PERCEPTION (TRACKING)

10-11 COMMUNICATION (ANIMAL HANDLING)

12 +1 COMMUNICATION

HALFLING

Optimistic and cheerful by nature, blessed
with uncanny luck and driven by a powerful
wanderlust, halflings make up for their short
stature with an abundance of bravado and
curiosity. At once excitable and easy-going,
halflings like to keep an even temper and a
steady eye on opportunity, and are not as
prone as some of the more volatile races to
violent or emotional outbursts. Even in the
jaws of catastrophe, a halfling almost never
loses his sense of humor.

Halflings are inveterate opportunists. Unable
to physically defend themselves from the



rigors of the world, they know when to bend
with the wind and when to hide away. Yet a
halfling's curiosity often overwhelms his 
good sense, leading to poor decisions and 
narrow escapes.

Though their curiosity drives them to travel
and seek new places and experiences,
halflings possess a strong sense of house and
home, often spending above their means to
enhance the comforts of home life. Halflings 
rise to a humble height of 3 feet.

They prefer to walk barefoot, leading to the
bottoms of their feet being roughly calloused.
Tufts of thick, curly hair warm the tops of
their broad, tanned feet. Their skin tends
toward a rich almond color and their hair
toward light shades of brown. A halfling's 
ears are pointed, but proportionately not much
larger than those of a human.

If you choose to play a Halfling, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your DEXTERITY, halflings are a 
diminutive people who survive the dangers of 
the world through a mixture of nimbleness, 
bravery and luck. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
DEXTERITY (STEALTH), or CONSTITUTION 
(STAMINA).

You can speak and read the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

HALFLINGHALFLING

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 COMMUNICATION

3-4 COMMUNICATION (PERFORMANCE)

5 CUNNING (NAVIGATION)

6 DEXTERITY (LEGERDEMAIN)

7-8 +1 WILLPOWER

9 WILLPOWER (COURAGE)

10-11 PERCEPTION (SEARCHING)

12 +1 PERCEPTION

HALF-ELF

Elves have long drawn the covetous gazes of
other races. Their generous life spans,
magical affinity, and inherent grace each
contribute to the admiration or bitter envy of
their neighbors. Of all their traits, however,
none so entrance their human associates as
their beauty. Since the two races first came
into contact with each other, the humans have
held up elves as models of physical 
perfection, seeing in the fair folk idealized
versions of themselves. For their part, many
elves find humans attractive despite their
comparatively barbaric ways, drawn to the
passion and impetuosity with which members
of the younger race play out their brief lives.
Sometimes this mutual infatuation leads to
romantic relationships. Though usually 
shortlived, even by human standards, these 
trysts commonly lead to the birth of half-
elves, a race descended of two cultures yet 
inheritor of neither.



If you choose to play a Half-Elf, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your WILLPOWER, half-elves must 
be self-reliant and forge their own way in the 
world, trapped between their elvish heritage 
and human nature.  

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
WILLPOWER (SELF-DISCIPLINE), or 
PERCEPTION (EMPATHY).

You can speak and read Elven and the Trade 
Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

HALF-ELFHALF-ELF

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 CONSTITUTION

3-4 CONSTITUTION (STAMINA)

5 CUNNING (CULTURAL LORE)

6 PERCEPTION (SEEING)

7-8 +1 DEXTERITY

9 DEXTERITY (ACROBATICS)

10-11 COMMUNICATION (LEADERSHIP)

12 +1 COMMUNICATION

HALF-ORC

Half-orcs are monstrosities, their tragic births
the result of perversion and violence—or at

least, that's how other races see them. It's true
that half-orcs are rarely the result of loving
unions, and as such are usually forced to grow 
up hard and fast, constantly fighting for
protection or to make names for themselves.
Feared, distrusted, and spat upon, half-orcs
still consistently manage to surprise their
detractors with great deeds and unexpected
wisdom—though sometimes it's easier just to
crack a few skulls.

Both genders of half-orc stand between 6 and
7 feet tall, with powerful builds and greenish
or grayish skin. Their canines often grow long
enough to protrude from their mouths, and
these “tusks,” combined with heavy brows
and slightly pointed ears, give them their
notoriously bestial appearance. 

While halforcs may be impressive, and indeed 
many are often sought out as mercenaries 
gladiators for their natural prowess in combat, 
few ever describe them as beautiful.

If you choose to play a Half-Orc, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your STRENGTH, half-orcs are 
savage denizens of the borderlands who face 
hardship and danger from the moment of their 
birth. Only the strongest live to adulthood.  

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
STRENGTH (INTIMIDATION), or CONSTITUTION 
(STAMINA).

You can speak and read the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.



HALF-ORCHALF-ORC

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 CONSTITUTION

3-4 CONSTITUTION (RUNNING)

5 COMMUNICATION (GAMBLING)

6 PERCEPTION (SMELLING)

7-8 +1 DEXTERITY

9 DEXTERITY (INITIATIVE)

10-11 WILLPOWER (COURAGE)

12 +1 WILLPOWER

HUMAN

Humans possess exceptional drive and a great
capacity to endure and expand, and as such
are currently the dominant race in the world.
Their empires and nations are vast, sprawling
things, and the citizens of these societies
carve names for themselves with the strength
of their sword arms and the power of their
spells. Humanity is best characterized by its
tumultuousness and diversity, and human
cultures run the gamut from savage but
honorable tribes to decadent, devil 
worshiping noble families in the most
cosmopolitan of cities. 

Human curiosity and ambition often triumph 
over their predilection for a sedentary 
lifestyle, and many leave their
homes to explore the innumerable forgotten
corners of the world or lead mighty armies to
conquer their neighbors, simply because they
can.

URBAN CITIZEN

At home in the fortified cities and rich towns 
of the heartland, urban citizens are those who 
have grown up without having to fear the 
rampaging hordes of the periphery, but have 
suffered through the political conflict and 
succession wars that can be as deadly. 

If you choose to play an urban citizen, modify  
your character as follows: 

Add 1 to the ability of your choice. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
STRENGTH (DRIVING), or COMMUNICATION 
(LEADERSHIP).

You can speak and read the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

URBAN CITIZENURBAN CITIZEN

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 DEXTERITY

3-4 DEXTERITY (RIDING)

5 COMMUNICATION (BARGAINING)

6 CUNNING (EVALUATION)

7-8 +1 STRENGTH

9 STRENGTH (MIGHT)

10-11 WILLPOWER (SELF DISCIPLINE)

12 +1 WILLPOWER



FRONTIER FREEHOLDER

The freeholders of the hinterlands willingly 
sacrifice the creature comforts of the inner 
cities to live in simplicity and freedom on the 
edges of the known world. The frontier is a 
wild place where the strength of one’s sword 
arm is more important than a noble birth.

If you choose to play an Freeholder, modify 
your character as follows: 

Add 1 to the ability of your choice. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
CONSTITUTION (STAMINA), or WILLPOWER 
(COURAGE).

You can speak and read the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

FRONTIER FREEHOLDERFRONTIER FREEHOLDER

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 COMMUNICATION

3-4 COMMUNICATION (ANIMAL HANDLING)

5 CUNNING (HEALING)

6 DEXTERITY (BOWS)

7-8 +1 DEXTERITY

9 DEXTERITY (STEALTH)

10-11 PERCEPTION (SEEING)

12 +1 PERCEPTION

SCHOLAR

Whether raised and trained in the arcane 
academies of the capital cities, or in 
sequestered monasteries on the edge of 
civilization, scholars are those who have 
devoted their lives to the study of arcane and 
forgotten lore and history most believe lost. 

If you choose to play a Scholar, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to the ability of your choice. 

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
CUNNING (ARCANE LORE), or WILLPOWER 
(SELF DISCIPLINE).

You can speak and read the Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

SCHOLARSCHOLAR

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 COMMUNICATION

3-4 COMMUNICATION (INVESTIGATION)

5 CUNNING (RESEARCH)

6 CONSTITUTION (STAMINA)

7-8 +1 MAGIC

9 CUNNING (HISTORICAL LORE)

10-11 WILLPOWER (FAITH)

12 +1 WILLPOWER



GNOME

Gnomes trace their lineage back to the 
mysterious realm of the fey, a place where 
colors are brighter, the wildlands wilder, and 
emotions more primal. Unknown forces drove 
the ancient gnomes from that realm long ago, 
forcing them to seek refuge in this world; 
despite this, the gnomes have never 
completely abandoned their fey roots or 
adapted to mortal culture. As a result, gnomes 
are widely regarded by the other races as 
alien and strange.

Gnomes are one of the smallest of the 
common races, generally standing just over 3 
feet in height. Their hair tends toward vibrant 
colors such as the fiery orange of autumn 
leaves, the verdant green of forests at 
springtime, or the deep reds and purples of 
wildflowers in bloom. Similarly, their flesh 
tones range from earthy browns to floral 
pinks, frequently with little regard for 
heredity. Gnomes possess highly mutable 
facial characteristics, and many have overly 
large mouths and eyes, an effect which can be 
both disturbing and stunning, depending on 
the individual.

If you choose to play a Gnome, modify your 
character as follows: 

Add 1 to your MAGIC, gnomes are creatures 
of the fey realm and have a close connection 
to the natural energy of the wilds.

Pick one of the following ability focuses: 
MAGIC (SPIRIT), or COMMUNICATION 
(DECEPTION).

You can speak and read the Sylvan and the 
Trade Tongue.

Roll twice on the following table for 
additional benefits. Roll 2D6 and add the 
results together. If you get the same result 
twice, re-roll until you get something 
different.

GNOMESGNOMES

2d6 Roll Benefit

2 +1 CUNNING

3-4 CUNNING (NATURAL LORE)

5 CONSTITUTION (STAMINA)

6 PERCEPTION (SEEING)

7-8 +1 COMMUNICATION

9 COMMUNICATION (PERSUASION)

10-11 DEXTERITY (STEALTH)

12 +1 DEXTERITY



SECTION 2: FANTASY CLASS TALENTS

BARBARIAN
For some, there is only rage. In the ways of 
their people, in the fury of their passion, in 
the howl of battle, conflict is all these brutal 
souls know. Savages, hired muscle, masters of 
vicious martial techniques, they are not 
soldiers or professional warriors—they are 
the battle possessed, creatures of slaughter 
and spirits of war. Known as barbarians, these 
warmongers know little of training, 
preparation, or the rules of warfare; for them, 
only the moment exists, with the foes that 
stand before them and the knowledge that the 
next moment might hold their death. They 
possess a sixth sense in regard to danger and 
the endurance to weather all that might entail. 
These brutal warriors might rise from all 
walks of life, both civilized and savage, 
though whole societies embracing such 
philosophies roam the wild places of the 
world. Within barbarians storms the primal 
spirit of battle, and woe to those who face 
their rage.

Classes: Warrior, Mage, Rogue
Requirement: You must have a Constitution 
of 2 or higher.

Novice: You can become enraged as many 
rounds per day as 4 + Constitution. While 
enraged, you gain a +2 to Strength. You also 
gain a +2 to Willpower (Courage, Morale) 
tests. Enraged characters suffer a -1 to attack 
rolls and Defense and a -2 to Perception tests, 
however. You can enter or leave a rage as a 
free action, but you suffer from fatigue for 
twice as many rounds as you were enraged. 
You cannot enter a new rage while so 
fatigued.

Journeyman: You can add half your 
Constitution rounded down as a bonus to 
Armor Rating as long as you don’t wear 
metal armor. You also gains a +2 bonus to 
Speed.

Master: Your rage ability continues to 
function as per the novice level, except the 
barbarian gains a +3 to Strength and suffers a 
-2 to attack rolls. You can also rage for a 
number of rounds per day equaling 8 + 
Constitution.

BARD
Untold wonders and secrets exist for those 
skillful enough to discover them. Through 
cleverness, talent, and magic, these cunning 
few unravel the wiles of the world, becoming 
adept in the arts of persuasion, manipulation, 
and inspiration. Typically masters of one or 
many forms of artistry, bards possess an 
uncanny ability to know more than they 
should and use what they learn to keep 
themselves and their allies ever one step 
ahead of danger. Bards are quick-witted and 
captivating, and their skills might lead them 
down many paths, be they gamblers or jacks-
of-all-trades, scholars or performers, leaders 
or scoundrels, or even all of the above. For 
bards, every day brings its own opportunities, 
adventures, and challenges, and only by 
bucking the odds, knowing the most, and 
being the best might they claim the treasures 
of each.

Classes: Rogue, Mage, Warrior
Requirement: You must have a 
Communication of 2 or higher.

Novice: You learn the Communication 
(Performance) focus and can learn one Bard 
Song from the list of available songs. You can 



perform a Bard Song as many times per day 
as your Communication as a major action.

Journeyman: You gain the Cunning (Musical 
Lore) focus, if you did not already possess it. 
You may choose an additional Bard Song you 
can perform. 

Master: You gain the Music talent, or gain an 
additional degree in the talent if you already 
possessed it. You can choose a third Bard 
Song you can perform. 

Bard Songs:

Fascinate: Enemies within 16 yards of the 
bard must pass a Willpower (Self Discipline) 
test against the bard’s Communication 
Performance) or be affected as per the Daze 
spell.

Inspire Competence: An ally within hearing 
gains a +2 bonus on an ability test of their 
choice.

Inspire Courage: The bard’s allies within 
hearing gain a +1 to attack rolls and Defense 
and a +2 to Willpower (Courage, Morale) 
tests for a number of rounds equal the bard’s 
Communication.

CLERIC
In faith and the miracles of the divine, many 
find a greater purpose. Called to serve powers 
beyond most mortal understanding, all priests 
preach wonders and provide for the spiritual 
needs of their people. Clerics are more than 
mere priests, though; these emissaries of the 
divine work the will of their deities through 
strength of arms and the magic of their gods. 
Devoted to the tenets of the religions and 
philosophies that inspire them, these 
ecclesiastics quest to spread the knowledge 
and influence of their faith. Yet while they 

might share similar abilities, clerics prove as 
different from one another as the divinities 
they serve, with some offering healing and 
redemption, others judging law and truth, and 
still others spreading conflict and corruption. 
The ways of the cleric are varied, yet all who 
tread these paths walk with the mightiest of 
allies and bear the arms of the gods 
themselves.

Classes: Mage
Requirements: You must have a Willpower of 
2 or higher.

Novice: Unlike your arcane kin, you use 
divine magic and are at home in armor and on 
the battlefield. When casting spells from the 
Creation school, you suffer no Spell Strain 
penalties for wearing armor. Your penalty to 
cast spells from the Spirit school in armor is 
reduced by 2. You can choose one additional 
weapon group at first level, you must choose 
a weapon favored by your deity.

Journeyman: You have become a master of 
the healing arts. You gain the Chirurgy talent 
or advance a level in the talent if you already 
possess it. When you cast the heal spell, you 
may add your Willpower to the amount 
healed.

Master: You can channel the divine energy of 
your deity as many times per day as your 
Willpower. Energy channeled in this fashion 
causes a burst of power that heals allies or 
causes penetrating damage to undead in a 
radius equal to double your Willpower in 
yards. The amount of damage dealt or healed 
is equal to 2d6 + Magic.

DRUID
Within the purity of the elements and the 
order of the wilds lingers a power beyond the 



marvels of civilization. Furtive yet 
undeniable, these primal magics are guarded 
over by servants of philosophical balance 
known as druids. Allies to beasts and 
manipulators of nature, these often 
misunderstood protectors of the wild strive to 
shield their lands from all who would threaten 
them and prove the might of the wilds to 
those who lock themselves behind city walls. 
Rewarded for their devotion with incredible 
powers, druids gain unparalleled shape-
shifting abilities, the companionship of 
mighty beasts, and the power to call upon 
nature's wrath. The mightiest temper powers 
akin to storms, earthquakes, and volcanoes 
with primeval wisdom long abandoned and 
forgotten by civilization.

Classes: Mage
Requirements: You must have a Constitution 
of 2 or higher.

Novice: You can select one wild animal as a 
faithful companion, which follows commands 
and gains benefits as if you possessed the 
Master level of the Animal Training talent. 
Druids who already possess this talent do not 
gain any additional benefits beyond the 
ability to train animals other than its chosen 
wild companion. If  your companion dies, you 
can choose another.

Journeyman: You gain the ability to move 
through heavy underbrush and brambles with 
ease. You gain a +2 to ability tests to 
overcome hazards associated with travel 
through difficult terrain with a success 
meaning you take no damage. Enemies trying 
to track you suffer a penalty to their 
Perception (Tracking) tests equal to half your 
level rounded down.

Master: You gain the ability to take animal 
form. You may change your form into that of 
a wild animal you’re familiar with as many 
times per day as your Constitution. The 
transformation lasts up to a minute per level, 
and it is a major action to enter or leave the 
form. While in animal form, you gain the 
Speed, Defense, Armor Rating, Strength, 
Constitution, Dexterity and any natural 
attacks of the creature you transform into, but 
you retain your Health and other ability 
scores. You lose the ability to communicate 
normally while in animal form, but you can 
communicate with other animals of the same 
kind naturally. If you show a marked 
preference for a certain type of animal form, 
over time wild creatures will associate you 
with that form and treat you as an animal of 
that type even when in your original shape.

FIGHTER
Some take up arms for glory, wealth, or 
revenge. Others do battle to prove 
themselves, to protect others, or because they 
know nothing else. Still others learn the ways 
of weaponcraft to hone their bodies in battle 
and prove their mettle in the forge of war. 
Lords of the battlefield, fighters are a 
disparate lot, training with many weapons or 
just one, perfecting the uses of armor, 
learning the fighting techniques of exotic 
masters, and studying the art of combat, all to 
shape themselves into living weapons. Far 
more than mere thugs, these skilled warriors 
reveal the true deadliness of their weapons, 
turning hunks of metal into arms capable of 
taming kingdoms, slaughtering monsters, and 
rousing the hearts of armies. Soldiers, 
knights, hunters, and artists of war, fighters 
are unparalleled champions, and woe to those 
who dare stand against them.



Classes: Warrior, Mage, Rogue
Requirements: Must have a Strength of 2 or 
greater.

Novice: Fighters are first and foremost 
weapon masters, training day and night to 
become unequaled martial combatants. Pick a 
weapon group, you gain a +1 to attack and 
damage rolls with weapons from that group. 
This bonus grows to +2 at fifth level, +3 at 
10th level. At each of these levels you can 
pick a new, additional weapon group to 
master, which starts with a +1 bonus.

Journeyman: Fighters excel at the use of 
armor in combat, gaining greater freedom of 
movement than other warriors. Your armor 
penalty to speed is reduced by 2 at third level,  
and by 3 at fifth level.

Master: You know how to get the most out of 
the chaos of battle, and are able to take 
advantage of any opening in your opponents’ 
guard while protecting against such attacks 
yourself. You may perform the Stand Firm 
action as a free action, and you can perform 
the Seize the Initiative stunt for 3 SP. 

PALADIN
Through a select, worthy few shines the 
power of the divine. Called paladins, these 
noble souls dedicate their swords and lives to 
the battle against evil. Knights, crusaders, and 
law-bringers, paladins seek not just to spread 
divine justice but to embody the teachings of 
the virtuous deities they serve. In pursuit of 
their lofty goals, they adhere to ironclad laws 
of morality and discipline. As reward for their 
righteousness, these holy champions are 
blessed with boons to aid them in their quests: 
powers to banish evil, heal the innocent, and 
inspire the faithful. Although their 
convictions might lead them into conflict with 

the very souls they would save, paladins 
weather endless challenges of faith and dark 
temptations, risking their lives to do right and 
fighting to bring about a brighter future.

Classes: Warrior, Mage, Rogue
Requirement: You must have a Willpower of 
2 or greater

Novice: You gain the ability to sense the 
presence of evil beings or intentions. You add 
a +2 to your Perception (Empathy) tests to 
discern evil motives or intentions. As a major 
action, you can sense the presence of evil 
creatures within a number of yards equal to 
three times your  Willpower by passing a TN 
13 Willpower (Faith) test.

Journeyman: You can heal yourself or you 
allies with the touch of your Lay on Hands 
ability a number of times per day equal your 
Willpower. The amount healed is equal to 1d6 
plus the your Willpower. This amount grows 
to 2d6 plus Willpower at fifth level and 3d6 
plus Willpower at tenth.

Master: Once per day you can add your 
Willpower to all damage you deal against one 
evil opponent you nominate as the target of 
your smite evil power. You also gain a +2 
bonus to your Defense against that creature’s 
attacks. Both effects last until the creature is 
dead or the end of the encounter. While in 
effect, the Smite Evil power allows you to 
damage evil creatures who can only be hurt 
by magic weapons, even if the your weapon is 
mundane. You gain another use per day of 
your smite evil ability at levels 10, 15 and 20.

RANGER
For those who relish the thrill of the hunt, 
there are only predators and prey. Be they 
scouts, trackers, or bounty hunters, rangers 
share much in common: skill at stalking even 



the most elusive game, and the expertise to 
defeat a wide range of quarries. 
Knowledgeable, patient, and skilled hunters, 
these rangers hound man, beast, and monster 
alike, gaining insight into the way of the 
predator, skill in varied environments, and 
ever more lethal martial prowess. While some 
track man-eating creatures to protect the 
frontier, others pursue more cunning game — 
even fugitives among their own people.

Classes: Warrior, Mage, Rogue
Requirements: Must have a Dexterity or 
Cunning of 2 or greater.

Novice: Few can hope to match the woodcraft 
of a ranger in the wild. You gain the choice of 
the Cunning (Natural Lore) or Perception 
(Tracking) focuses. You also gain the 
Scouting (Novice) talent, ignoring that 
talent’s class restriction.

Journeyman: You can select one wild animal 
as a faithful companion, which follows 
commands and gains benefits as if the ranger 
possessed the Master level of the Animal 
Training talent. Rangers who already possess 
this talent do not gain any additional benefits 
beyond the ability to train animals other than 
its chosen wild companion. If your 
companion dies, you can choose another.

Master: You hunt and fight with the skill of a 
natural predator. You gain a +2 bonus to your 
Dexterity (Stealth) in a wild setting and gain a 
+1 bonus to Defense when wearing Light 
Mail or lighter armor.

SORCERER
Scions of innately magical bloodlines, the 
chosen of deities, the spawn of monsters, 
pawns of fate and destiny, or simply flukes of 
fickle magic, sorcerers look within 

themselves for arcane prowess and draw forth 
might few mortals can imagine. Emboldened 
by lives ever threatening to be consumed by 
their innate powers, these magic-touched 
souls endlessly indulge in and refine their 
mysterious abilities, gradually learning how 
to harness their birthright and coax forth ever 
greater arcane feats. Just as varied as these 
innately powerful spellcasters' abilities and 
inspirations are the ways in which they 
choose to utilize their gifts. While some seek 
to control their abilities through meditation 
and discipline, becoming masters of their 
fantastic birthright, others give in to their 
magic, letting it rule their lives with often 
explosive results. Regardless, sorcerers live 
and breathe that which other spellcasters 
devote their lives to mastering, and for them 
magic is more than a boon or a field of study; 
it is life itself.

Classes: Mage
Requirements: You must have a 
Communication of 2 or higher.

Novice: You may pick the bloodline that is 
the source of your power. You gain the Magic 
focus in the school associated with that 
bloodline. Because the magic you cast flows 
in your veins, you can use the Fast Casting 
stunt for 3 SP.

Journeyman: Your command of the your 
natural magic abilities continues to improve. 
You gain additional mana per level equal to 
your Communication.

Master: You can empower your spells with 
the magical energy that flows in your blood. 
You can add 1d6 to the damage of any spell 
by doubling the mana cost. You can increase 
the damage of their Arcane Lance by paying 3 
Mana.



THIEF
Life is an endless adventure for those who 
live by their wits. Ever just one step ahead of 
danger, rogues bank on their cunning, skill, 
and charm to bend fate to their favor. Never 
knowing what to expect, they prepare for 
everything, becoming masters of a wide 
variety of skills, training themselves to be 
adept manipulators, agile acrobats, shadowy 
stalkers, or masters of any of dozens of other 
professions or talents. Thieves and gamblers, 
fast talkers and diplomats, bandits and bounty 
hunters, and explorers and investigators all 
might be considered rogues, as well as 
countless other professions that rely upon 
wits, prowess, or luck. Although many 
thieves favor cities and the innumerable 
opportunities of civilization, some embrace 
lives on the road, journeying far, meeting 
exotic people, and facing fantastic danger in 
pursuit of equally fantastic riches. In the end, 
any who desire to shape their fates and live 
life on their own terms might come to be 
called thieves.

Classes: Rogue, Mage, Warrior
Requirements: You must have a Dexterity of 
2 or higher.

Novice: As a young thief, you made your 
living on the streets by getting your fingers 
into places they did not belong. If you fail a 
Dexterity (Legerdemain) test, you can re-roll 
it, but you must keep the result of the second 
roll.

Journeyman: You excel at getting
into and out of sticky situations. You gain the 
Dexterity (Traps) focus if you did not already 
posses it, and you can add your Cunning to 
the results of your Dexterity (Traps) tests.

Master: You’ve learned to make use of your 
natural finesse in combat. You can add your 
Dexterity instead of Strength to damage you 
deal with weapons from the Brawling, Light 
Blades or Staves groups.

WIZARD
Beyond the veil of the mundane hide the 
secrets of absolute power. The works of 
beings beyond mortals, the legends of realms 
where gods and spirits tread, the lore of 
creations both wondrous and terrible—such 
mysteries call to those with the ambition and 
the intellect to rise above the common folk to 
grasp true might. Such is the path of the 
wizard. These shrewd magic-users seek, 
collect, and covet esoteric knowledge, 
drawing on cultic arts to work wonders 
beyond the abilities of mere mortals. While 
some might choose a particular field of 
magical study and become masters of such 
powers, others embrace versatility, reveling in 
the unbounded wonders of all magic. In either 
case, wizards prove a cunning and potent lot, 
capable of smiting their foes, empowering 
their allies, and shaping the world to their 
every desire.

Classes: Mage
Requirements: You must have a Cunning of 2 
or higher.

Novice: You learn a number of spells equal to 
3 + Cunning at first level, and an additional 
spell at each level thereafter, which you keep 
in your spellbook. You can only memorize a 
number of spells per day equal to the amount 
gained through your class’s Magic Training 
ability and level increases, however. You must 
choose which spells to memorize each 
morning. Wizards pick a spell school to 
specialize in as well, gaining the Magic focus 
talent for the school of their choice.



Journeyman: You gain the talent for the 
Magic focus you chose at novice, or advance 
a level in that talent if you already posses it. 

Master: You gain the ability to scribe spells 
from your spellbook onto scrolls of special 
magical parchment. Once inscribed in this 
fashion, the scrolls can be read aloud, 
unlocking the magic of the spell without the 
reader having to expend any mana. Inscribing 
a scroll is an advanced Magic test with a 
focus appropriate to the spell being inscribed 
and a success threshold of 15. The target 
number equal to 9 + the total number of mana 
points required to cast the spell. For spells 
with varying mana costs, the number reflects 
the amount of mana you want the spell to 
utilize when it’s cast form the scroll. The 
success threshold rises to 17 for spells that 
cost five or more mana to cast, and 20 for 
spells that cost more than 8 mana. Each test 
represents an hour of research and crafting 
time. Completing the scroll requires you to 
cast the spell in question to be captured in the 
parchment, so after the advanced test is 
complete you must successfully pass the 
spell’s casting roll and expend the amount of 
mana necessary to empower the scroll in 
order to complete the scroll’s creation. 
Resisting the effects of a spell cast from a 
scroll tests against the Spellpower of the 
wizard who created it.

You can always read the scrolls you inscribe, 
but reading a scroll inscribed by another 
Wizard requires a Cunning (Arcane Lore) test 
with a TN equal to the Spellpower of the 
Wizard who inscribed the scroll. Inscribing a 
scroll requires specially prepared parchment 
and inks and undisturbed solitude. The game 
master will decide the cost for such things as 
befits his or her campaign, but they should be 
suitably expensive.

SECTION 3: OPTIONAL RULES

CROSS CLASS ABILITIES

Players can pick Fantasy Class Talents for 
their characters with classes listed in italics 
under the talent headings with the game 
master’s approval. Creating a character with 
unusual class and class talent combinations 
(such as a Paladin Mage, or Rogue Barbarian) 
can add a unique element to play, but comes 
with balance risks. Game masters should only 
allow such combinations after careful thought 
about how the character fits into the overall 
design of their game world, and within the 
dynamic of the other characters that comprise 
the gaming group. 

SORCERER BLOODLINES

Sorcerers can choose from the following 
bloodlines at creation. In addition to the 
bonus received for their bloodline choice, 
sorcerers gain the Magic focus for the magic 
school associated with their bloodline.

Aberrant: Entropy. There is a taint in your 
blood, one that is alien and bizarre. You gain 
the Communication (Deception) focus.

Celestial: Creation. Your bloodline is blessed 
by a celestial power, either from a celestial 
ancestor or through divine intervention. You 
gain the Cunning (Healing) focus.

Elemental: Primal. The power of the elements 
resides in you, and at times you can hardly 
control its fury. You gain the Strength 
(Intimidation) focus.

Fey: Spirit. The capricious nature of the fey 
runs in your family due to some intermingling 



of fey blood or magic. You gain the Cunning 
(Natural Lore) focus.

THIEF BACKSTAB ABILITIES

Thieves in Dragon Hack are by design more 
focused on skills and talents than they are on 
combat. That doesn’t fit everyone’s idea of 
the rogue character class, however, and here 
is a Pathfinder method to increase rogue 
combat prowess if so desired. Allow a 
character with the Thief class background to 
pick one of the following Backstab Abilities 
at first level. They may choose another ability 
to master at fifth and tenth levels.  

Whenever a Thief successfully backstabs an 
opponent (as per the first level Rogue class 
ability) they may choose to inflict any of the 
following abilities they have learned. Thieves 
can only use this power a number of times per 
day equal to their Cunning, however, no 
matter which of the abilities they use. The 
Thief must possess the Rogue class ability 
Backstab in order to use the following 
abilities.

Bleeding Attack: Opponents who fail a 
Constitution (Stamina) test against the thief’s 
attack roll continue to take damage equal to 
the thief’s Strength for a number of rounds 
equal to the thief’s Cunning. 

Crippling Strike: Opponents who fail a 
Constitution (Stamina) test against the thief’s 
attack roll suffer a penalty to Defense equal to 
the thief’s Strength for a number of rounds 
equal to the thief’s Cunning.

Dispelling Attack: The opponent must pass a 
Willpower (Self Discipline) test against the 
thief’s attack roll or be affected as per the 
Dispel Magic spell. 

RACIAL TALENTS

Game masters and players seeking even more 
individual character customization, and who 
want to adopt some of the unique traits that 
make choosing a race such a large part of 
character creation in older systems such as 
Dungeons and Dragons and Pathfinder, can 
opt to include racial talents in their Dragon 
Hack game as well. 

When using Racial Talents, each character 
gains the novice level of their base race talent 
at character creation. Thus both hill dwarf and 
mountain dwarf characters would gain the 
novice level of the Dwarven Racial Talent at 
first level. Unlike the Fantasy Class Talents, 
however, racial talents do not automatically 
advance as a character raises in level. Instead, 
the character must choose to spend 
advancement points to add a degree to their 
racial talent when allowed to choose a new 
talent or advance a degree in a talent by their 
class level.

DWARVEN RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Dwarf background

Novice: Dwarves have a natural resistance to 
poison and strong drink. They gain a +1 
bonus to ability tests to resist poison. 
Dwarves also receive a +1 bonus on 
Perception tests to potentially notice unusual 
stonework, such as traps and hidden doors 
located in stone walls or floors.

Journeyman: Dwarves have a base speed of 
8 yards, but their speed is never modified by 
armor.

Master: Dwarves have both a low center of 
gravity and are well trained in combat. They 
can make an opposed Strength (Might) test 



against an opponent’s attack roll to resist a 
Skirmish stunt used against them. If 
successful, the dwarf resists a number of 
yards equal to the Dragon Die.

ELVEN RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Elf background

Novice: Elves gain a +1 to their Perception 
(Hearing, Seeing) tests.

Journeyman: All elves, regardless of class, 
can use Long and Short Bows, Longswords, 
and Rapiers as if they possessed the 
appropriate Weapon Group.

Master: Elves gain a +1 to Willpower (Self 
Discipline) tests against magic effects that 
target the mind.

HALFLING RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Halfling background

Novice: Halflings get a +1 racial bonus to 
Willpower (Courage) tests, and a +1 to their 
Perception (Hearing, Seeing) tests.

Journeyman: Halflings gain a +1 racial 
bonus on Dexterity (Acrobatics) and Strength 
(Climbing) tests.

Master: Halflings gain a +1 to the attack rolls 
and Defense when fighting creatures larger 
than themselves. They also gain a +2 bonus to 
their Dexterity (Stealth) tests. 

HALF-ORC RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Half-Orc background

Novice: Half orcs gain Weapon Group: Axes 
regardless of class.

Journeyman: Half-orcs receive a +1 bonus 
on their Strength (Intimidation) tests.

Master: When a Half-orc is first reduced to 0 
health or less, he can make one final, major 
action immediately before succumbing to his 
injuries.

HALF-ELF RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Half-Elf background

Novice: Half-elves gain a +1 to their 
Perception (Hearing, Seeing) tests.

Journeyman: Half-elves gain one additional 
focus of their choosing from either the 
Communication or Cunning attributes.

Master: Half-elves gain a +1 to Willpower 
(Self Discipline) tests against magic effects 
that target the mind. 

HUMAN RACIAL TALENT
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Half-Elf background

Novice: Instead of a specialized racial talent, 
human characters may pick one additional 
talent of their choosing at character creation 
due to their race’s adaptability. 

GNOME RACIAL TALENT. 
Classes: Mage, Rogue, Warrior
Requirement: Half-Elf background

Novice: Gnomes gain a +1 to their Perception 
(Hearing, Seeing) tests. 

Journeyman: Gnome characters gain a +1 
racial bonus to Dexterity (Crafting) tests.

Master: Gnomes gain a +1 bonus to their 
spellpower when casting spells from the 
Spirit school. Gnomes also get a +1 bonus on 
their tests to resist such magic.
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affected.

13. Termination: This License will terminate 
automatically if You fail to comply with all terms 
herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of 
becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall 
survive the termination of this License.

14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is 
held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be 
reformed only to the extent necessary to make it 
enforceable.
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